
Manufacturers Trust Paycor 
 Recruiting Skilled Talent 

68% 

of manufacturers cite 

attracting skilled workers as 

their top challenge. 1

of manufacturing executives 

say that internal training 

programs are among the most 

effective strategies to retain 

and develop employees.2 

Manufacturers spend an 

estimated $192 billion annually 

to comply with economic, 

environmental, tax and 

workplace safety regulations.3

 Development and Retention 

 Reporting and Compliance 

From identifying talent to developing a pipeline of quality 
candidates, HR needs the right recruiting technology to help 
meet workforce demands. 

How Paycor Helps: Applicant Tracking 

• Reach the best candidates with free job postings on 
  premium job boards 
• Improve your candidate experience with customizable 
  online job applications      
• Track top candidate sources with real-time recruiting 
  analytics and reporting 

To help retain top talent, manufacturers are doubling down 
on learning management and internal training. 

How Paycor Helps: Onboarding & Learning Management 

• Save time onboarding new hires with automated paperwork
• View and complete important documents electronically 
  to ensure compliance
• Organize, manage and track training programs by groups,   
  teams or departments

From OSHA training and reporting to managing certifications and tax 
filing, HR needs the right partner to alleviate administrative burdens. 

How Paycor Helps: Perform HR & Reporting

• Track and report on key employee certifications like CPT, NIMS and NCRC
• Receive notifications when important OSHA or training documents 
  are set to expire
• Identify turnover issues or hidden labor costs with proactive analytics &  
  workforce insights

94% 

$192 B 



Paycor.com               800.501.9462

Sources: 1. National Association of Manufacturing, 2018 Survey 2. Biz Library, 3. The Manufacturing Institute

 We’re Proven.
Nearly 30 Years Serving the 

Manufacturing Industry

 We’re Trusted.
91% Client Retention

 We’re Growing. 
2,850+ Manufacturing  
Clients and Growing

Success Story  
from a Client

“We have been extremely pleased with the partnership we have developed with 

Paycor. Whether it’s consistent customer support, a deep understanding of tax 

compliance or intuitive products that support our unique needs,  

Paycor is the right partner for our business.”

Robert Kinzel, HR Director, Toshiba Machine Co.


